Scavenger Hunt
Liberia –
What are the names of the banks closest to the hotel? What is the current exchange rate? What was it
last month? Did the bank charge a commission? If so, how much?
What is a taxi rojo? What is the difference between a rojo and a pirate?
Take a taxi rojo to the Central Market. What is a maria? What does the maria start at? How much do
they charge you to get to your destination?
Look through the Central Market. What do they sell? Find a fruit stand. Note or take pictures of the
different fruit they sell.
What is a soda?
What is a casado?
List (and try!) the frescos naturales. Are any new to you?
Visit the grocery store and list the price of a standard size and brand of: toothpaste, bottled water, and
shampoo (not price, brand, size)

Bolson and Ortega
How far is Bolson from Ortega? Try to walk it one morning if possible.
Find the public schools in Bolson and in Ortega. Take pictures of both. Who are they named after?
When were they founded?
Find the original houses first constructed in Bolson. Take pictures. Ask about when they were built. Do
people live in them now?
Find where you can buy helados. Try one if you like. What flavors do they have? How much do they
cost?
Find the main bus stop. What is the schedule for buses to Santa Cruz? How much does it cost to take
the bus?
Talk to your family about healthcare. Where do they go for primary care? Where is the closest clinic?
Hospital? (of the Caja). Where do women go to give birth? How far away is that?
Find and take a picture of a traditional oven (horno).
How far is Puerto Bellena? Where did it get its name? What is there?
Find a jocote, mango, tamarindo, maranon, and jicaro trees. Take pictures. Do they have fruit? What
do you use jicaro for? Tamarindo? And maranon?
Take a picture of a Guanacaste tree.

Make typical plate with your homestay family.
Does your family use Lizano? What is it?
What is the Largatillado? What do your families think about it?
Go to the pulperia or market. Find water, shampoo, and toothpaste. What are the prices? (try to find
same sizes and brands as in Liberia)

Playa Hermosa
What is a copo? Try one or take a picture!
What is a pipa? How much are they? Try one!
Find Dayi and Lumperon. Go inside.
List prices of water, shampoo, and thoothpaste. (same sizes and brands if possible)

